Dictation, Transcription, Speech Recognition,
Computer-Assisted Coding & CDI Solutions

Speech
Recognition
Pathology Solutions
Dolbey is helping to enhance the way Pathology professionals
create clinical documentation. Organizations using Fusion speech
recognition solutions are improving medical collaboration and
patient care.

The Fusion Suite™

Fusion SpeechEMR
for Pathology
Named Best in KLAS or KLAS Category Leader for Speech Recognition
Categories in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015/2016 & 2018

D

olbey, a world leader in clinical
documentation solutions, delivers a
comprehensive, speech-enabled reporting
solution for anatomic pathology labs.
Dolbey's, Best in KLAS, Fusion Speech solution
uses a patented pathology-specific context to
maximize speech recognition accuracy.

Fusion Speech provides flexible options for every
pathology professional, users can choose between
front-end or back-end speech recognition and
traditional transcription workflows.
Fusion Speech for Pathology is designed to
integrate with all major LIS and Digital Pathology
systems without the need for interfaces.
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Speech Recognition - Pathology Solutions

Dolbey's award winning speech recognition for
Pathology is reducing transcription costs and
report turnaround times while increasing the
quality of patient documentation and care.

Dolbey's Award Winning Speech
Recognition Solutions Fusion
Speech®, Fusion Expert® and
Fusion SpeechEMR® are powered
by SpeechMagic™

Unparalleled Features


Supports interactive
templates and CAP reporting



Unique "interface-free" design
allows for a more economical
and flexible deployment



Front-end and Back-end
speech recognition along
with standard dictation
options are available from a
single application



Q/A module ensures quality
reporting and patient care



Management reports: report
TAT, productivity, speech
recognition accuracy, etc.



24/7 support - We're here for
you 365 days a year including
nights and weekends because
we know Pathology isn't just a
9 to 5 job.

Speech Recognition - Pathology Solutions
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Since 1914, Dolbey has been providing voice recording and document management
solutions designed to help healthcare organizations improve workflow, boost
productivity and increase profitability.
The Fusion Suite platform is Dolbey’s line of award-winning software products
that includes dictation, transcription, speech recognition, clinical documentation
improvement and computer-assisted coding technologies. Together they deliver an
end-to-end solution which creates more accurate reporting of critical data elements
and improves documentation, reimbursement and patient care.

How can we help you?
Find out how our award-winning solutions can add
value to your organization. Contact us or visit our
website for more information.
www.voiceproducts.com • 800-466-1152
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